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gaged In each kind of activity noted. 
But, except where the occasion requir
ed It, no individual bee was kept under 
continuous observation throughout the 
day. Instead of this the observât ions 
were made generally In twenty minute 
periods, one every hour or every three 
hours. The observations on Individual 
bees were limited to two queens, and 
eight marked workers. Further de
tails and observations on special activ
ities will be stated when I come to the 
statement of those results.

I shall give first the results on the 
two queens. Some statements will ne
cessarily not be contributions to yur 
previous knowledge, but are included 
for the sake of giving a complete pic
ture of the bee's life.

The queen's work Is all within the 
hive. She remains on the surface of 
the cells, never entering one except 
with the abdomen to deposit an egg 
at its bottom. The number of eggs 
laid in the course of 24 hours varies 
largely with the general condition of 
the hive, but It may normally reach 
two or three thousand. Says Cook: 
“The activity of the queen Is governed 
largely by the activity of the workers. 
The queen will lay sparingly or stop al
together, In the Interims of storing 
honey, while on the other hand, she Is 
stimulated to lay to her utmost capac
ity when all is life and activity In the 
hive.” At any time of the day or 
night she may be seen moving slo\My 
over the cells, the workers generally 
making way for her, frequently sever
al being arranged around her, patting 
and rubbing her with their antennae, 
and offering her food. But at times 
she may be quite unattended, and the 
workers even hardly getting out of 
her way. As she moves along she 
frequently pokes her head Into a cell, 
and If it is empty and clean, may dip 
her abdomen Into It, and deposit an

egg. She seldom persists In the san 
kind of activity for longer than ti 
minutes at a time, on an avera 
much less than this. She may ino 
along for several minutes wlthoui di 
Ing anything ese, or may look ini 
many cells, depositing eggs at ti 
rate of two to several a mi null 
Then she may s\ »p for an nten 
and sit more or less perfectly qui 
resting or "barhering" (I use this te 
as descriptive of the activity comm 
to most insects and termed by othi 
"making their toilet") herself thi 
oughly or feed, for half a minute or 
I transcribe the following from 
notes as a typical 20-minute period 
observation: Observation on the yo 
queen; time 4 p.m. "1. Rests, at let 
by 7-11 workers, licking and barbel 
her. An occasional slight move. 
Barbers herself 20 seconds. Rest 
minutes and then moves. Deposits 
egg in 10 seconds. Egg in 15 sec 
Egg In 16 seconds. Egg in 10 sec 
Seven cells looked Into. 3. Egg I 
seconds. Egg in 12 seconds. M< 
Four cells looked Into. 4. Moves, 
still 30 seconds, not attended. Sits 
two minutes, attended by 7-11 
era” The main characteristic 
doings Is the greatest sort of 1 
larlty. She alternates from one 
to the other often at only » 
seconds Intervals. From merely 
serving her at different parts of 
day and night It Is not noticeable 
light cr darkness makes any differ 
to her. She seems about as actlr 
night as during the day, and in 
the same way. The following 
however, gives my results 
on the two queens, with res 
three thlnga egg-laying, feedinj 
resting. The old queen was «» 
for fifteen minutes every hour 
continuous period of 24 hour 
three hours, from 12-3 am.
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